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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements aretrue about the instead of
triggers?(Choosetwo.)
A. The instead or triggers must be created to add or modify
data through any view.
B. The instead of triggers can be written only for views, and
the before and after timing options are not valid.
C. Delete operations cannot be performed using the instead of
triggers.
D. The check option for viewsisnot enforced when Insertions or

updates to the view are
performed by using the instead of trigger.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user wants to secure their home wireless network and allow
only certain devices access to the network. Which of the
following measures would be the MOST effective means of
limiting access?
A. Use MAC filtering
B. Turn off SSID broadcasting
C. Turn off DHCP
D. Disable DMZ
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
X-MS-Exchange- Organization- PCL : 7
X-MS-Exchange- Organization- SCL : 6
X-MS-Exchange- Organization -Antispam-Report : DV :
3.1.3924.1409; SID : SenderIDStatus Fail; PCL: PhishingLevel
SUSPICIOUS; CW: CustomList; PP: Presolved; TIME:
TimeBasedFeatures
A. Run the
B. Set the
C. Set the
D. Run the
Answer: C

Set-TransportConfig cmdlet.
SCL delete threshold to 7.
SCL reject threshold to 5.
Set-SenderIdConfig cmdlet.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your customer wants to add a mid-year feedback step to their
performance management process. Which route
map modifications are required?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Add a new step in the modify stage.
B. Rename an existing step ID.
C. Add a new step in the signature stage.
D. Move the new step to the requested location in the workflow.
Answer: A,D
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